
Brief report of Gran Gala Show Milano 

 

 

Following to last year show, Ethos had again participated Gran Gala Show Milano. 

The show take place in the day from November 25 and 26 for 2 days at the 

Convention Center NH Milan Fair and Great hall “Citta Del Messico” is where Ethos 

present a Complete line of Reimyo and Harmonix, including DAP-999 TOKU, ENCORE 

and “T-bone” new speaker stand. 

 

Inside of the Great hall “Citta del Messico” so crowded with mass of exciting visitors, 

it’s only the room so crowded and looks like there was a special event. 

Every visitors was so happy and excited with the sound of our systems. 

Each and every visitors thumb up for the best sound of the show we are a very 

proud of  

The sound that satisfy visitors. They told us saying that they took day-off and spent 

money purposely intend to listen to Reimyo and Harmonix systems.  

The show was absolutely worthy and trip for Ethos and we feel we stand alone to 



make the presence the most exciting presentation even we come far away from Rome!  

 

When visitors come in and they open their eyes big and brightly spark looks like shock 

they get for the sound out of KAP-777. They also get shock for the sound and 

performance of ENCORE speaker on new “T-bone” KAMAKURA” speaker stand and 

looking to why such a small speaker sound so good!. In my opinion, it was excellent 

result. 

 

After the show, Mr. Giulio Cesare Ricci a organizer of the show come and congratulates 

Us. He say “My most sincere compliments both for the highest sound quality of system 

and professionalism that you all have shown to visitors” 

Ethos all of our staffs was happy and peace for such compliments given by Mr. Ricci 

and everyone one of visitors experienced with the sound of our systems. 

We hope to see you all again at Gran gala show in next year!  

Report by: 

Silvano Del Basso of Ethos. 

 

   


